Proud to Be
MATERIALS
BIM525 Radiant Red Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM550 Icicle Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM578 White Smoothies
BIM585 Medium Blue Smoothies
BIM70212-0002 White Grout
BIM8-50030 Weldbond 101 oz.
BIM8006 Star Plaque
SUPPLIES
Acrylic Paint (optional)
Latex Gloves
Paintbrush (optional)
Paper Towels
Pencil
Plastic Spoon (to mix grout)
Q-Tips
Small Disposable Bowl (for grout mix)
Water
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Sketch your American flag design on the mosaic base
with a pencil. Sketch a line to separate one star point, then
sketch stripes across the remaining area.
2. Using Weldbond as adhesive, fill in the blank star point
with White and Medium Blue Smoothies. As you work,
create a pattern by alternating tile color.
3. Adhere Radiant Red and Icicle Glitter tiles to fill in the
stripes. Alternate colors with each stripe.
4. Let your mosaic project dry until all tiles are securely in
place. Then, follow the grouting instructions below to grout
your project using White Grout:
GROUTING INSTRUCTIONS
a. Pour grout into a disposable bowl.
b. Use a plastic spoon to mix in small amounts of water until
you achieve an oatmeal consistency.
c. Spread grout mix over project surface, allowing the grout
to fill in all gaps between the tiles. Wear plastic gloves to
keep your hands clean.
d. Allow project to dry for 10-15 minutes, then wipe off
excess grout with a paper towel.
5. Once grouted, paint the edges with acrylics if desired.

Materials Guide

BIM525 - approx. 50 tiles yields 12 projects
BIM550 - approx. 50 tiles yields 12 projects
BIM578 - approx. 10 tiles yields 45 projects
BIM585 - approx. 10 tiles yields 45 projects
BIM70212-0002 - 1 lb. bag covers approx. 5 projects
BIM8-50030 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields approx. 500 projects
BIM8006 - 1 per project

Price Per Camper : ~$5.68

